The grid below shows the location of each 10km tile within the 100km square for TV.

The information in the grid is designed to help you when working with OS Street View and OS VectorMap District products to determine which tiles you will need to work with for your area of interest. A collar of tiles has been included around the 100 km square so as to illustrate the relationship at the edges of squares. This pdf is layered with geospatial information. You can select which layers you view by:

1. In the left hand navigation bar click on the layers icon.
2. Start by expanding the layer groups by clicking on the [+] symbol
3. Next untick all of the ‘eye’ symbols
4. Then tick back on layers one at a time to view various combinations of layers.

Numbered unitary areas:

21. POOLE
22. BOURNEMOUTH
23. CITY OF SOUTHAMPTON
24. CITY OF PORTSMOUTH
25. READING
26. WOKINGHAM
27. BRACKNELL FOREST
28. WINDSOR AND MAIDENHEAD
29. SLOUGH